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Abstract 
 

Cloud security aims to provide security among the shared data in a public 

cloud between client and server. Cloud encourages all type of online business 
to launch in easy manner at the same time security risk at payment mode also 

increases because the details kept over the cloud can be hack in a public 

cloud. To avoid this risk factor block and cipher and stream cipher is used to 

reduce the hackers in the cloud storage, cloud designed with the help of 
Application Program Interface (API) which contains firewalls and Denial of 

Services to improve the security.Various encryption techniques are available 

in cloud to provide security in that block cipher per based algorithm and 
stream-based algorithm plays an important role to increase the security level. 

This research paper, analyze both the algorithms to find the best encryption 

techniques to increase the reliability among the cloud storage. 
 

Keywords: Cloud Storage, API, Security, Risk factor, Block Cipher, 

Stream Cipher. 
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1 Introduction 

 
Cloud computing delivers the server, storage, application with security 

authentication the users requires for the cloud and it plays an important role 

in online payment mode. The transaction done via online mode all the details 
are kept in secrete manner over the cloud with help of various encryption 

techniques. 

At present, all of them are unknowingly using cloud for storage because 

the data kept over the cloud can be utilize from any device and from 
anyplace through internet on 24/7 support. The storage of the cloud is 

independent because the data kept over the cloud can be access[1] from any 

type of device through internet. The data kept in cloud are in digital logical 
pools, which allow the physical storage to access from multiple server 

devices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Cloud Storage Applications 

 

The above figure 1 list out the various usages supported by cloud, and 

the data kept in the cloud depend upon the storage size cost may differ. The 
data can be kept in three different cloud types such as private, public and 

hybrid cloud. The individual organization or company uses the specific cloud 

which does not allow the public peoples to access in this cloud such type of 
cloud is called private cloud (Eg: IBM cloud) 

The cloud which accepts all the public persons to access in a same cloud 

is called public cloud (Eg: Google Engine) while comparing with private 
cloud security level is low in this cloud because all general peoples are 

involved [2]. So, privacy and reliability may lose in this public cloud. Hybrid 

cloud supports both the private and public cloud with some restrictions. 
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2 Mode of Operation in Block Cipher  
 
The block cipher gets the original plain text and converts the plain text 

into several blocks of data with various rounds available in the encryption 

algorithm. Block cipher-based algorithm are symmetric based algorithm 

which encourage the technique of security key encryption, without security 
key that particular data cannot be decrypted from the cloud or over the 

transmission cloud.  

 

Encryption   

              K                                 KK 

 

 

 

       

                                    Figure 2: Block Cipher Encryption Process 

 

Similarly, block cipher takes a shot at units of a fixed size known as a 

square size, yet messages arrive in an assortment of lengths. So, few modes 

specifically ECB and CBC necessitate that the last square be cushioned 
before encryption. A few cushioning plans exist. The most straightforward is 

to add invalid bytes to the plaintext to bring its length up to a different of the 

square size, however care must be taken that the first length of the plaintext 
can be recuperated; this is insignificant, for instance, if the plaintext is a C 

style string which contains no invalid bytes aside from toward the end. 

Marginally more unpredictable is the first DES strategy, which is to include a 

solitary the slightest bit, trailed by enough zero pieces to round out the 
square; if the message closes on a square limit, an entire cushioning square 

will be included. Most modern are CBC-explicit plans, for example, cipher 

text taking or lingering block end, which don't cause any extra cipher text, to 
the detriment of some extra multifaceted nature. The below mathematical 

model shows the sequence of block cipher encryption and decryption 

methodology in demonstration with input frequency with extracted equation 

6, 9   
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2.1 Block Cipher Encryption Terminology  

 

(   ,  k )i iP F PT ey                                        (1) 

1i i iP PT CT          (2) 

1 1i i i iP PT CT PT        (3) 

( , )i iP F P key P           (4) 

0 ( )nP C key         (5) 

( ( 1), )i n nP F C E C key       (6) 

Block cipher decryption terminology  

( ( 1), )i i nC F P D P key       (7) 

1( )i k i iC E P C         (8) 

1( )i k i iP D C P         (9) 

 

Where Pi extracted as a process input with the plain text PT and cypher 
text CT in reference with the below frequency input P0. This input modelling 

approach has been evaluated with the encryption function F with the 

commonly shared public Key. Similarly, the block cipher decryption 
terminology placed with the minimum range of of evaluating the received 

cipher text with the average value D and with the function F, then both the 

value has been equated with the received frequency Ci where the fine value 

has been XORed to find the original value Pi. P1, P2, Pn: Plain Text; K: Key; 
C1, C2, Cn: Cipher text. In above figure it receives the plain text (P1, Pn) 

and it converts into Cipher text (C1, Cn) 
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Figure 3: Block Cipher Decryption Process 
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The encryption process of block cipher is performed as mentioned in the 

above Figure 2. At the time of encryption, it splits the original text into n 
numbers of block by adding the secrete key which is given by the user at the 

time of encryption [3,4,5]. That same key only should be used for the 

decryption if miss matches occur, we cannot recover the original data from 

cloud, which explained by Figure 3. Decoding with the inaccurate input 
value causes the principal square of plaintext to be degenerate however 

ensuing plaintext squares will be right. This is on the grounds that each 

square is XORed with the cipher text of the past square, not the plaintext, so 
one doesn't have to decode the past square before utilizing it as the IV for the 

unscrambling of the current one. This implies that a plaintext square can be 

recuperated from two nearby squares of cipher text. As a result, 
unscrambling can be parallelized. Note that the slightest bit change to the 

cipher text causes total debasement of the comparing square of plaintext, and 

modifies the relating bit in the accompanying square of plaintext, however 

the remainder of the squares stay unblemished. This quirk is misused in 
various cushioning prophet assaults, for example, POODLE. C1, C2... Cn: 

Cipher Text; K: Key; P1, P2, Pn: Plain Text. In above figure it receives the 

Cipher Text (C1, Cn) and it converts into Plain text (P1, Pn) 

 
              Table 1: Different mode of operation in Block Cipher Techniques  
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3 Mode Of Operation In Stream Cipher 
 

It is secure (casually) if the yield stream produced from a uniform seed is 

pseudorandom.    Table 1 explains when encryption inserts the key value 

given by encoder and that stream of key is consider as variable along with 
the key streams pseudorandom value is inserted by calculating the size of the 

original data and then that key stream is generated.  Since encryption of 

every digit is reliant on the present status of the code, it is otherwise called 

state figure. Practically speaking, a digit is normally a cycle and the joining 
activity is a selective or (XOR).  
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Figure 4: Stream Cipher Encryption and Decryption Process 

 

Figure 4 describes the pseudorandom keystream is commonly produced 
sequentially from an irregular seed esteem utilizing advanced move registers. 

Thus, the unscrambled cipher stream is generated as key stream with the 

combination of pseudorandom as a symmetric encryption. That stream key 
only transferred over the cloud, to provide the security over the cloud 

[9][10]. KS: Key Stream; KSG: Key Stream Generator; In the above diagram 

it receives the plain text and add the key stream value with pseudorandom 

with XOR operation and produces the cipher text, in same manner decryption 
process id done. 
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Table 2: Mode of Operation in Stream Cipher 

 

Synchronized Unsynchronized 

Sender and receiver state (i.e., they are stateful), and 

must be synchronized. 

Bodes well with regards to a restricted time 

correspondence meeting where messages are gotten all 

together, without being lost 
 

Pick arbitrary IV to scramble next message. Like the 

primary CPA-secure plan 

Yet, "locally" handles discretionary length messages 

with better ciphertext development 

 

 
 

 

4 Research Analysis 
 

The block cipher technique is used to encrypt the data with different 
encryption round by splitting the original text into different blocks explained 

in Table 2; along with the standard size of 64-bit, 128 bit and 256 bit for 

cipher text [6,7]. Symmetric algorithm such as DES, Triple DES, AES, 

Blowfish and Twofish uses this block cipher techniques for encryption 
 

4.1 Block Cipher Encoding 
 

Define a PlainText(A)A, (n): 

1. k  Gen(1
n
) 

2. A(1
n
) used for encryption block Enck (·), and a decryption block Deck (·), 

and then outputs m0, m1 of the same block. 

3. b  {0,1}, c Enck(mb), give c to A 
4. A can communicate with Enck (·), Deck (·), 

5. A generates outputs b’; A succeeded if b = b’, and produce output value 

as 1. 
Note: A-Plaintext, K-Key, b-Encrypted text and b’-Decrypted text. 
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Figure 5: String Encryption with key 

 

Figure 5 pronounce a Stream cipher technique one bit (or) one byte of 

plaintext is encrypted at a same time by utilizing the pseudorandom generator 
to reduce the key generation with One-Time pad code as stream code. 

 

4.2 Stream Cipher Encoding 
 

Message  encoded data  ciphertext  
1. Let be message in an integral # of bytes 

2. Let L be the block length cipher (in bytes) 

3. Let b ≥ 1 be # multiple the L by appending the message 

4. If 1 ≤ b ≤ L; note b  0 
5. Append b (encoded in 1 byte), b times 
6. I.e., if 3 bytes needed, append 0x030303 then b = b’(Success) 

Note: L-Length of text, b-Encrypted text and b’-Decrypted text. 
 

Table 3: Comparison of Block Cipher and Stream Cipher 

Features Block Cipher 

Stream 

Cipher 

Key Size 64/128/192/256 Variable 

Structure Feistel Feistel 

Security 

Level Good Security 

Fast 

cipher in 

SSL 

Encryption 

time (For 

String 

Text) 

0 (s) 0.001(s) 
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Thus, the Block cipher divides the plain text into n number blocks as 

cipher text at a time but stream cipher converts the plain text into 1 byte of 

plain text into cipher text. Block cipher uses 64 bits with diffusion technique 
but stream cipher uses 8-bitconfusion technique. Block speed outcomes of 

the result is slow while comparing with stream cipher technique [8]. The 

comparative statement analysis has been made in reference with various key 

size and its frequency range with respect to the encryption security analysis 
as shown in figure 6 and 7 respectively. Table 3 shows Comparison of Block 

Cipher and Stream Cipher 

 

 
Figure 6: Comparison analysis with Block Cipher and Stream Cipher variable range 

with 0.001 to 0.011 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Comparison analysis with Block Cipher and Stream Cipher variable range 

with 0.011 to 0.100 
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5 Conclusion 
 
Cloud computing incurs a lot of security issues, especially in terms of 

large file storage. In order to avoid the attacks and threats happening to the 

cloud storage encryption technique are used in it block cipher and stream 
cipher encryption technique increase the security level and increase 

reliability and privacy among cloud data. By analyzing block cipher contains 

low complexity while comparing with stream cipher and reversing the cipher 

text into original text is too hard in block cipher. Hence block cipher produce 
an better result than stream cipher technique at the time of cipher text. 
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